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     I. The title  

The title should fully express the main idea and aim of the research.  

     II. Authors  

J. Watson, I. Sinnen   

     III. Organisation  

University and department, where the research was held.  

     IV. Brief summary  

150-350 words  

Relevance, the research objective, methods , results, conclusion  

     V. Key words  

Term 1; term 2; term 3.  

You can write 3-7 key words, which should show the main topic of the research.   

     VI. Relevance   

     VII. The research objective  

     VIII. Methods  

          1. Design of research  

          2. Compliance criteria   

          3. Modalities of the research  

          4. Duration of research  

          5. Description of the medical intervention (by yourself)  

          6. The main outcome of research   

          7. Additional outcome of research  

          8. Analysis in subgroups   

          9. Registration methods of outcome  

          10. Statistical analysis    
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Principles of selection calculating: describe the procedure of selection calculating or 

provide an other support of sample size (if any). Without such grounds indicate that the 

size of sample wasn’t calculated.   

Methods of statistical analysis of data: а) indicate statistical programmers package which 

used to analysis of research results  (developer, country of origin); b) note the format of 

the quantitative data presentation; c) describe the statistical criteria used in data analysis.  

     IX. The results and discussion  

Study objects, main results of the research, indirect results, adverse effects.  

     X. Conclusion  

The conclusion should be presented as a single text rather than as numbered conclusions.  

     XI. Reference list  

Only published materials are listed in the literature list (links to Internet resources are 

allowed). Self-citation should be avoided, except where it appears necessary (e.g., if there 

are no other sources of information, or this work has been done on the basis or in the 

continuation of the cited studies). Self-citation is desirable to limit 2 references.  
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          1. In the list of literature, all works are listed in the order of quoting, and NOT in 

alphabetical order.  

          2. Number of cited works: No more than 5 sources.  

          3. In the text of the article, bibliographic references are given in square brackets by 

Arabic numerals.  

          4. The authors of the cited sources in the literature list should be indicated in the 

same order as in the source (in case the publication has more than 4 authors, then after 

the 3rd author it is necessary to set a abbreviation "... , etc" or "..., et al.").  

          5. The short format of the entry, for foreign sources, should be used to describe the 

date of release, volume, journal number and pages on which the article is published.   
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